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About This Game

Shadow Warrior is a bold reimagining of the classic 3D Realms’ shooter from independent developer Flying Wild Hog (Hard
Reset) starring the legendary and quick-witted warrior Lo Wang. Combine the brute force of overwhelming firepower with the

elegant precision of a katana to annihilate the merciless armies of the shadow realm in an exhilarating and visually stunning
transformation of the classic first-person shooter.

Story

Shadow Warrior tells the offbeat tale of Zilla Enterprise’s corporate shogun Lo Wang as he is ordered to acquire a legendary
blade of limitless power by his deceitful employer. Betrayed and left for dead, Lo Wang learns of the blade’s connection to

ancient gods from another realm preparing to push our world to the brink of destruction. Now the reluctant hero must become
legend through a masterful combination of gun, blade, magic and wit to uncover the truth behind the demonic invasion and

banish evil back into the darkness.

Features

Shadow Warrior Reborn – A bold new vision of Shadow Warrior elegantly blends classic first-person shooter gameplay with
thrilling action, inventive combat, and a contemporary retelling of the hilarious legend of Lo Wang.

Elegant Swordplay – Unsheathe your legendary katana to slice enemies apart with precisely targeted swings or unleash fluid
combos and special attacks to cut down hordes of enemies with one swift pass through the enraged hordes.
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Upgradeable Arsenal – Utilize every gun in your formidable armory – from stylish revolvers and quad barrel shotguns to
explosive-tipped crossbow bolts and laser-guided rocket launchers. Each weapon offers several unique upgrades to increase

power, speed, and add devastating alternative firing options.

Mystical Powers – Call upon mystical powers to protect yourself and paralyze your enemies or use their own severed heads and
still-beating hearts to bring them to their knees.
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Title: Shadow Warrior
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Flying Wild Hog
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3870/NVIDIA 8800 GT or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: An unabashed love of katanas is preferable.

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Italian,Hungarian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Nothing is more pleasant than landing charged crossbow bolt.
You need to complete game multiple times to get all achievements but from narrative side - the game looks smooth if you
ignore "kill all monsters on arena, repeat" formula.

I hate clicking all locked boxes to get loot.... So, first thing first, I want to apologize to the devs for not finishing the game at
first when bought because (I know, stupidity), I though it was boring. Now having played it again, having progressed through the
story, saw the cutscenes, discovered the weapons, some secrets, the game is just....wow. I have almost no words. I rarely write
reviews, so believe me when I say this game is worth it, it may seem "slow" at the start, but while you progress, the weapons, the
abilities, the skills and weapon upgrades, plus the number of enemies just will make your blood rush, sorry, I can't seem to find
the appropriate words to describe how good it is. It's like your serious sam, old style FPS, a little bit more slow paced, just a
little, but wow.
The story isn't that cliched on many parts, plus I've developed a certain affinity with Hoji, he's a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at the start but his dialogues get better while progressing, you find yourself some sort of
travelling companion that makes funny jokes and strange regards while playing and during the cutscenes.
Story: 7.8 \/ 10
Gameplay: 8.9 \/ 10
Guns: 9.6 \/ 10
Upgrades 9.8 \/ 10 (There's literally so many things you can choose from for a short game like this.)
Characters: 9.7 \/ 10 (Some are cliched, but they really fit with the trama and story.)
Enemies: 9.0 \/ 10 (There are a few of them, plus there's a chance they become enraged)
Scenarios: 8.9 \/ 10 (You can destroy small items and depending on the scenarios even larger things.)
(SPOILER):
Finale: I want Hoji back \/ 10
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